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About This Game

Imagine...

You live in your own small world that has everything you need – cozy home, backyard with a rocking chair, beautiful garden,
and your own amusement park with music and unlimited amounts of fireworks to launch. You even have a Ferris wheel to touch

the stars! Nothing stands between you and this secluded paradise, only an unsettling feeling in the back of your mind that
something is going wrong. At some point, it all dramatically changes and now you have to find out what this world really

conceals…

Features:

You are about to get on a journey around small planet-like worlds as if you were in the Little Prince's world. However, these
ones are filled with monsters that are striving to kill you, deadly traps and riddles, which require you to be quick-witted and

attentive.
Plunge into the quaint and atmospheric world of a dark tale and reach it's core to find out what hides in the haze.

The indie-platformer World of One has many levels and puzzles with multiple solutions, big boss fights, hostile creatures and 4
different endings, which depends on the actions you take throughout the course of the game. Only your determination will help

you complete your journey and find the truth about yourself.
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Beware, World of One will challenge your mind and skills. Moreover, completion of the game unlocks the "New game+" mode,
which gives you only 3 lives. Will you accept this challenge?
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Title: World of One
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Grimwood Team
Publisher:
Grimwood Team
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 1,7 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 8600GT or equal

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller Recommended

English,Russian,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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Epic dlc hopefully they will release the single car version soon. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. Game has
improved during it's years. It has become competitive and balanced, very fun to play with.. Truly an incredible viedo game.
Sometimes the blood bar will become negative, and the robot will not die.. short time play but intend to play for longer so ill
update if i find anythink ^.^
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This here game reminds me of the game Xcom that the first game to be clear but with updated details to a point and some nice
new toys to play with it makes it fun interseting and can almost keep up with the new xcom unknown i would say if you like
games like that then get this or look into it on youtube a bit before you try but heck till then im going to go back fighting the
good fight
Pros
------
this game has a ton todo form your team members all with they own kind of personaly and gifts but with time can become
anyone you wish they have nicknames so you know who who and you can add new armor guns close range toys so on like in
xcom but where you can parts like head and chest and not only that you have groups\/races to add to your time to mix the taste
that your unit works as
you also have a nice base maker, nice world map where you pick the mission even if it does fill a tad force side mission are fun
but felt like i had to go on a given path but till loved it none the less, no only you have ammo needs and funding along with ally
who love or hate yer and they play a good part in how long you will live as member then to well bite the dust for good very easly
you do fill as if your growing on you know skills and time you may fill like it just how the game is played out but how you place
and how you ready your self for what is to come mean life and death
----------------------
cons-
----------------------
this game is not with out it cons take the Ai for starts at this time i only come across a limited number of AI but the range ones i
have seen didnt put up to much of a fight or more and less bum rushed me in large numbers what can be hard to react to i think
personly that i just suck as this but then again when you have 3 Ufos run at you guns fireing but not looking for cover it tends
leave one wundering,
the gift to play with a unit is wunderfull but there simple things that i love to beable to do like name chance or maybe small little
face chance somethink to make me fill as if they my own they have a nick name thing but that just do much for me
---------------------

well just a reminder im not done yet i intend to play a full game see all the toys all the races and all the base parts but thank you
for reading this drop me a line some time if you like and good luck. I love builder games, so I'm always happy to see a new one.
With Villagers, it seems like bumblebee was trying to create Banished with a campaign storyline, which is the main thing that
Banished lacks, so that was a good goal. Unfortunately the missions are really buggy, and the pacing is off -- some are too easy
and quick, and others are almost too hard to get through, partly because of bugs like merchants getting stuck in warehouses and
never leaving. And all the clicking through the dialogue boxes can get seriously maddening.

Free play mode is more fun. The game mechanics are a lot like Banished: you have to be careful not to grow too fast or
everyone will starve to death, but grow steadily or your population will crash as your villagers age. There are guestworkers you
can hire, but they can't move in and start families, like the nomads can in Banished. The trading system is much too simple. It
seems like I can only trade wood, stone, and iron, and occasionally pick up some beer. Meanwhile I've got two barns producing a
surplus of farm animals, meat, milk, and eggs, and I can't unload any of it to buy the wood that I've run out of because the
foresters seem to plant trees at a geologic pace.

Once bumblebee works the bugs out, Villagers should be fun to play, and especially if they can fix the campaign mode, it will
hit a good middle ground between Banished and Settlers. Worth playing, but maybe wait for a few bug releases to be completed
first.. 9\/10.
Something new and really original on Steam among bunch of Indie trash!
There are a big amount of advantages:

A huge world game, that is interesting to discover.
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Game is filled with a lot of hidden features and objects, like rare enemies, weapons and biomes.

Game isn't easy, but at the same time isn't hard.

Spectacular and high-intensive gameplay.

Nice graphics and good optimization during the dozens of active enemies and asteroids on screen.Minuses:

In my opinion, sometimes it's diffifucult to orientate during a big wave.

I'd like to have more music tracks.

Please, add Multiplayer, and it'd be really cool!. It grows on me the more I use it. Shows its age - but it's a
convincing, undulating and tight landscape and a very pleasant clickety-clack run, with nice quiet English
countryside atmosphere. Get is anyway but for sure snap it up when it's on sale!. Nice and easy game to play
when you just want to relax or are on the phone or something.
You match 3 or more of the same colour in a row, you can turn the board.
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...I can't believe I am getting to defend Slingshot People.
I think I've played every GameGuru title that hit Steam this year & up until now I thought Slingshot People was going to be the
worst one.
However that game did receive a fair few updates & I at least got the sense that the developer was trying to make a game & had
an intended vision for the gameplay in it (I played it again after each of the first 4 or 5 updates & I do not think it worked at all
to make a good game, but I do get the sense that they were trying).

This though is pedestrian even for GameGuru, the terrain is the main variant for what seemed like an endless set of maps in the
half hour it took to finish it; you run past all the various zombie assets we all know & love because they can't animate fast
enough to get anywhere near the sprinting player.
There isn't even the pretense of the "puzzles" that other GameGuru releases have such as 'find a key' or 'the door is locked, find
something other than a key to break it down'; you just run through the maps until you spot the glaring coloured lights around the
christmas tree through the massive fog that blankets most of the level & then you get another long loading screen which is a
woman showing you her nude back in her short shorts & santa hat, which I suppose is the reason for the nudity tag.
Is uncovered back nudity? I guess it is. Anyway, this game is quite a boring, copy & paste affair that felt entirely too long with a
half hour of gameplay (given I ran past everything & there wasn't any reason to bother the zombies who didn't really seem
bothered by my running for presents, they were probably just enjoying the snow & half of them probably couldn't see me
through the fog), plus at $7 discounted & 10 full price, this isn't even recommended for collectors of bad games on Steam like
me.

Humbug. Zombie Humbug.. multiplayer doesnt work, even thouh it specifically says its multiplayer... dont buy this game, the
single player is horrendous. I thought the idea of an editor was appealing but the basic game play is just not fun for me. The
sword mechanics are rudimentary and the impact not particularly exciting. I hope things improve and wish the Devs well.
However it felt more like "wave some sticks around with little to no haptic feedback" than actual sword combat.. Patchouli is
my wife and I am canonically married to her. Also this game's a worse I Want to Be the Guy, jumping feels terribly awkward in
this, and the small corridors make platforming this.. The game is dead, F.. To be honest this game is not ready for early release.
It continues to crash usually every 10-15-or 20 minutes if you can make it that far. The developers really need to get back into
the game in a hurry and fix these issues if its going to make it. What I did see of the game looks really good and I would really
like for it to work without crash issues, little bugs are ok for early release cause thats expected, but crashes are a game killer and
they are random so they are hard to say what causes them.. Been playing this with a couple of my friends and what an absoulte
laugh its been!! Great gameplay, awesome zombies/mummys and some puzzles can be quite challenging.. Shallow 2D tower
defense game. There's almost no strategy involved or needed just keep pumping out units as offten as you can and you'll win.
Acceptable graphics for its time but sound design however is quite bad. I personally woulndn't spend money on this, there are
dozens of free games which does it far better.
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